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Abstract
Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) are defined as “possible solutions against recurrent problems”, and
pattern-based design has been recognised as a consolidated good modelling practice for improving
ontology engineering quality. Furthermore the adoption of ODPs fosters the practices of ontology
modularization and ontology reuse. The increasing number of Content ODPs, as well as their nature of
cognitive schematisations, suggests the possibility of some further abstraction, which could provide also
an organisation criterion. We propose here ODIN: a knowledge graph for Ontological Design grounded
in Image-schematic kNowledge. Image schemas come from the embodied cognition and Cognitive
Metaphors Theory tradition, and are recurrent cognitive patterns stemming from human sensori-motor
experience. They are considered the basic building blocks for each and every human conceptualisation.
They operate as embodied cognitive building blocks and structures to provide meaning to everything,
according to human perception-conception loop. In this work we perform an analysis of ODPs’ OWLs
comments and descriptions to automatically extract Image Schemas in order to provide, for each ODP, its
sensori-motor grounding, bringing out the underlying cognitive structure and allowing possible ODPs
cognitive upper layer organization.
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1. Introduction

Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) are defined as “possible solutions against recurrent problems”
[1, 2], and pattern-based design has been recognised as a consolidated good modelling practice
[3] for improving ontology engineering quality [4]. Furthermore, the adoption of ODPs fosters
the practices of ontology modularization and ontology reuse.

Image schemas (IS), on the other side, have been proposed within the tradition of embodied
cognition as conceptual structures that capture sensorimotor experiences (namely the individual
perception of the world via senses and locomotor experience) and shape abstract cognition,
including commonsense reasoning and semantic structures of natural language (see e.g. [5, 6]).
“Schema” refers to our capability to “conceptualize situations at varying levels of schematicity”
[7] and “image” resonates the imagistic capability in the sense of “mental representation”,
schematic gestalts that integrate information from various modalities [6], rather than purely
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visual images [8]. Image schemas are furthermore defined as “internally structured gestalts”
(unified wholes of meaning) [9], that is, composed of spatial primitives (SP) that make up more
complex image schemas [10, 5, 11].
For example, considering the expression “some time has passed”: “time” is conceptualized

as a moving entity on a spatial dimension, it refers to the well-known “TIME IS A MOVING
OBJECT” cognitive metaphor, and it activates (namely, it is structured referring to elements
from some sense-making conceptual structure like) the SOURCE_PATH_GOAL image schema,
which is activated in conceptualizing any kind of movement along a path. This IS, in order
to realize its semantics, is (gestaltically) composed by the SOURCE, PATH, and GOAL spatial
primitives.
While their existence in natural language has been studied by means of corpus-based (e.g.

[12, 13]) and machine learning methods (e.g. [14, 15, 16]), few approaches to formalize image
schemas (e.g. Image Schema Logic [17]) and connect them to existing resources to capture
semantics exist.

The notion of image schema profile is used here as in [18] and [19] to describe the collection
of IS which are activated by some entity, sentence, situation, or event.

Therefore, the idea of injecting image-schematic knowledge in the existing ODPs, providing
some cognitive grounding to ontological design structures, stems from two main assumptions,
one on the pragmatical side and the other on the theoretical level. The first one (i) is that the
increasing number of content ODPs proposed (more than one hundred at the actual state of
the art) suggests that a further clustering process will be, in the close future, if not needed at
least strongly advised; the second one (ii) is that ODPs are schematisations operated by humans
while designing architectural solutions to some set of recurrent instantiations of some situation.
Therefore the process of cognitive abstraction is intrinsic to the ODPs nature.

This work proposes a first rough attempt to found ODPs on a cognitively valid grounding
that is at the same time ’abstract’ enough to support semantic interoperability of ontologies
and data, and ’embodied’ in sensorimotor experience. ODIN ontology and image schematic
extraction results analysis focus on Content ODPs descriptions, starting from their ontological
modules1.

2. Preliminaries

We introduce here some theoretical background, and present some state of the art tools involved
in the analysis that we expose in detail in Sec. 4.

In particular to perform automatic image schema profile extraction we rely on [20], reusing
the FRED tool and the ImageSchemaNet ontology, part of the Framester resource.

2.1. ImageSchemaNet and IS Automatic Detection

Frames in a most general notion are (cognitive) representations of typical features of a situa-
tion. Fillmore’s frame semantics [21] has been most influential as a combination of linguistic

1OWL files bootstrapped from http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Submissions:ContentOPs when available.
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descriptions and characterisation of related knowledge structures to describe cognitive phenom-
ena. Words or phrases are associated with frames based on the common scene they evoke. In
FrameNet, frames are also explained as situation types. In Framester semantics [22] observed/re-
called/anticipated/imagined situations are consequently occurrences of frames.

Fillmore explicitly compares frames to other notions, such as experiential gestalt [23], stating
that frames can refer to a unified framework of knowledge or a coherent schematization of
experience. Thus, widely acknowledged frames provide a theoretically well-founded and
practically validated basis for commonsense knowledge patterns.
Framester [24, 22] is a linked data hub that provides a formal semantics for frames [22],

based on Fillmore’s frame semantics [21]. It creates/reengineers linked data versions of lin-
guistic resources, such as WordNet [25], OntoWordNet [26], VerbNet [27], BabelNet [28], etc,
jointly with factual knowledge bases (e.g. DBpedia [29], YAGO [30]). Framester also includes
ImageSchemaNet.

ImageSchemaNet [31] is a formal and re-usable representation of image schemas as Semantic
Web technology in form of an ontological layer. It presents a formal representation of image
schemas as a new layer of the Framester hub. Since a major flaw in current image schema
theory was the lack of agreement about the lexical coverage of image schemas, ImageSchemaNet
introduces an image-schematic layer linking IS and SP to FrameNet frames and frame elements,
WordNet synsets (sets of contextual synonyms) and word supersenses, VerbNet verbs, etc.,
thereby creating a formal, lexicalized integration of cognitive semantics, enactive theories, and
frame semantics. Currently, ImageSchemaNet provides lexical coverage and formalization for
the following six image schemas:

• SOURCE_PATH_GOAL: cognitive representation of any kind of movement
• CONTAINMENT: activated for any kind of containment situation
• CENTER_PERIPHERY: used to conceptualize the notion of centrality and the relation
with more peripheral elements or landmark areas

• PART_WHOLE: any mereological relation
• SUPPORT: cognitive representation of a force relation for which an object is supporting
another one

• BLOCKAGE: the resistance encountered during some attempt of exerting any force e.g.
pushing, pulling, moving, lifting etc.

Framester can be used to jointly query (via a SPARQL endpoint2) all the resources aligned
to its formal frame ontology3. Finally Framester has been used [32] to formalize the MetaNet
resource of conceptual metaphors4, based on FrameNet frames as metaphor sources and targets
(frame-based), as well as to uncover semantic puzzles emerging from a logical treatment of
frame-based metaphors.

2http://etna.istc.cnr.it/framester2/sparql
3The Framester Schema is available at: https://w3id.org/framester/schema/
4The MetaNet schema in Framester’s OWL is at https://w3id.org/framester/metanet/schema/.
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Figure 1: Knowledge graph produced by FRED for What are the items contained in this bag?

2.2. FRED Tool

FRED [33] is a hybrid knowledge extraction system to generate knowledge graphs directly
from natural language taking as input text from natural language. It is built with a pipeline
that includes both statistical and rule-based components, aimed at producing RDF and OWL
knowledge graphs, with embedded entity linking, word-sense disambiguation on WordNet
synsets, and frame/semantic role detection, aligning entities from the produced graph directly
to entities from FrameNet, VerbNet, DBpedia, PropBank etc., in turn aligned one with the
other in the Framester resource. FRED is preferred here to other tools due to its importance in
the automatic IS profile extraction (see Sec. 2.3) and its native integration with the Framester
resource.

2.3. Automatic Image Schema Profile Extraction

The workflow to extract IS and SP from natural language is as follows: (i) the first step is to
take a sentence and pass it to FRED tool to generate a knowledge graph from text. Let’s take as
example “What are the items contained in this bag?”, which shows the presence of an activator
of CONTAINMENT. Figure 2.2 shows the knowledge graph automatically generated as output
by FRED5.
The second step (ii) consists in taking all the subjects, predicates, and objects of all triples,

namely all nodes and arches in the graph, to systematically query the Framester repository, in
particular the ImageSchemaNet graph, via SPARQL queries, to check if there is an activation of
some Image Schema or Spatial Primitive6. The ImageSchemaNet graph contains more than 40k
triples which take as subject entities from resources in the Framester hub (FrameNet, VerbNet,
WordNet etc.) and declare the activation of some IS or SP. ImageSchemaNet knowledge graph
generation is shown in [31].
Finally, for each occurrence of activation retrieved, a triple is added to the original graph

declaring the activation. In the above-mentioned example, one IS activator retrieved in the
ImageSchemaNet graph is the VerbNet verb vn.data:Contain_54030000, resulting in three

5This graph can be reproduced using the What are the items contained in this bag? sentence as input for the
FRED online demo, available here: http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred/demo/, a far more extende graph can be
obtained by ticking the “Align concepts to Framester” option.

6Some useful explorative queries are available at https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ISAAC/tree/main/
ImageSchemaNet

http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred/demo/
https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ISAAC/tree/main/ImageSchemaNet
https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ISAAC/tree/main/ImageSchemaNet


occurrences of CONTAINMENT activation. Further examples of IS profile extraction considering
both IS and SP are mentioned in [20].

3. ODIN Knowledge Graph

We present here a knowledge graph obtained by performing the above mentioned automatic
image schemas extraction on 116 existing ODPs, which allows to explore the image schema
profile of each and any ODP analyzed, to correlate the presence of some IS to the odin:ODPType,
namely its being a “Foundational”, “Core” or “Domain” ODP, and determine its image-schematic
nature. The process poses some problems, and some caveats should be kept in mind, as explained
in the next Section.

3.1. ODIN Structure

To perform automatic image schema extraction it is necessary a knowledge base to start from.
Such a knowledge base is obtained via collecting all the available OWL files from the ODPs
official repository7, resulting in 116 ODPs OWL files to be tested. The full list is provided as
additional material in Sec. A, Fig. A in Appendix.
Since image schema extraction, as exposed in Sec. 2.3, takes as input a string of text, we

decided to look for entities’ annotation already existing in OWL files, and we opted for the
most comprehensive form of entity annotation, namely rdfs:comment. We are well aware
that some noise have to be considered, due to (i) the different modelling / annotating style,
including only the comments that are strictly necessary vs extensive comments providing a
variety of references, examples, and scenarios; (ii) different amount of verbosity in the modules,
and (iii) any kind of rdfs:comment on an entity which is not directly related to that entity, but
it’s e.g. referring to the meta-level explaining some modelling choice or ontological issue. A
manual first evaluation of the rdfs:comment collected from ODPs’ OWLs resulted anyway in a
reasonable corpus for the desired task. That said, the ODIN building process starts with SPARQL
querying the newly built knowledge base of 116 ODPs, resulting in 621 entries annotated via
rdfs:comment including general ODPs’ URIs annotation - namely description of the whole
pattern or ontological module - classes and object properties.

To allow to predicate something like the image schematic activation of the textual description
of an entity, being it a class or a property, the punning technique is adopted to materialize the
intensional individuals for all the entities annotated with rdfs:comment, therefore resulting
in 621 individuals maintaining their original URIs. The necessary consequent step - since the
image schematic activation is triggered by the textual annotation, and not by the entity itself -
is to create a corresponding individual with the same name but ODIN uri and ´´_Descr´´ at the
end of the name odin:entity_Descr), linked with the intensional individual of the original
entity via the property odin:describedIn. Finally, automatic IS extraction is performed on
each rdfs:comment text, and the new knowledge produced is stored in the ODIN graph using
classes and properties as described in the next two Sections.

7http://ontologydesignpatterns.org
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3.2. ODIN Classes

In ODIN ontology there are four main classes:

• odin:ODP: This class is used to group all the individuals that are originally URIs of a
whole ODP module, we expect their description to be more general and eventually include
names of the ODP designers, version, etc.

• ODPDescription: This class represents the the intensional meaning of the description
of any ODP. It is used as type for the reification of individual’s descriptions, eventually
activating some IS.

• odin:ODPElement: This class is used to group all entities which are a specific class or
property of some ODP, therefore offering only a partial view of what the whole pattern is
meant for, and we can expect to retrieve here the activation of some spatial primitives,
namely image schematic roles.

• odin:ODPType: This class is used to classify ODPs between odin:Foundational and
odin:Core. Foundational ODPs are those which are related to domain-independent
patterns, namely theories axiomatizing relations of parthood, connection, time, causality,
etc.; while Core ODPs are related to the axiomatization of generic theories about some
specific domain. The usage of a third independent class like odin:ODPType, instead of
two subclasses of the odin:ODP class is due to the fact that “type” is not intended here as
ontological type but it refers to the type of ontologies to which the patterns aims at being
a modeling solution for.

3.3. ODIN Object Properties

ODIN introduces some object properties and reuses some others to declare the relation between
some odin:ODP, odin:ODPElement and all the other possible inferences, namely its description,
some IS activated and the entities actually activating the IS from the graph generated by FRED.

• odin:describedIn: this property takes as domain the individual created via punning,
namely the intensional entity of the ODP entity from its original module, and as range
the individual created ad hoc to represent the content of the rdfs:comment annotation.

• odin:hasODPComponent: this property relates some ODP individual and some ODPEle-
ment, it is used to maintain, with a form of light semantics, the original relation between
the ODP ontology URI and the classes and entities actually constituting the ODP.

• odin:odpType: this property is used to declare the domain of application of some ODP,
namely Core or Foundational, therefore it takes as domain some odin:ODP and as range
some odin:ODPType.

• isnet:hasActivator: This property is reused from the ImageSchemaNet ontology
and it is used to declare which entities are activating some Image Schema from the
graph generated by FRED taking as input some sentence. It takes as domain some
odin:ODPDescription and as range the IS activator from existing and well known
semantic web resources, namely synsets from WordNet, verbs VerbNet, frames from
FrameNet, DBpedia entities but also Framester semantic types, roles and frame elements.



Table 1
ODIN ODPs, comments and IS - SP Activation.

ODPs Comments TOT Act 1 Act 2 Act 3 Act 4+Act

116 621 404 180 140 51 32

Table 2
ODIN Image Schemas occurrences via automatic extraction.

SPG CONTAINMENT PART_WHOLE BLOCKAGE SUPPORT CENTER_PERIPHERY

126 179 233 23 24 23

• isnet:activates: This property is reused from ImageSchemaNet ontology and takes
as domain some ODPDescription and as range the image schema or spatial primitive
activated (e.g. isaac:CONTAINMENT, isaac:PART_WHOLE, isaac:PATH etc.).

4. Discussion and Results

Table 1 shows some data about the IS detection: the total number of ODPs in exam is shown in
column “ODPs” (the full list of 116 ODPs is available in Sec. A of Appendix); the total number of
entities retrieved being annotated with rdfs:comment is shown in column “comments”, these
are the 621 sentences given as input to FRED tool8; out of these 621, column “TOT Act” shows
the total amount of sentences for which at least 1 image schema is retrieved; more in detail,
the number of sentences for which there is the activation of one IS is in column “1 Act”, the
activation of two in column “2 Act”, three in “3 Act” and four or more in “4+ Act”.
Table 2 shows the distribution of image schemas activation. It is clear from the dominance

of PART_WHOLE that the partonomical and mereological aspects of patterns are of great
importance while some more specific ones (according to IS literature and consistently with the
lower lexical coverage) like SUPPORT and BLOCKAGE are an order of magnitude smaller.
Table 3 shows the distribution of spatial primitives activation. Due to lack of space, those

spatial primitives for which the number of occurrences was zero are excluded from this table,
but still listed here: SOURCE, INSIDE, PART, SUPPORTED, BLOCKER, BLOCKED. Interest-
ingly, in countertrend with the activation of image schemas, the dominant spatial primitive is
CONTAINER, which suggests that the containing element is of particular importance in the
structure of the patterns.

Please be reminded that multiple image schemas might be correct for a single sentence, and
no inconsistency or incompatibility could come from co-location of different image schemas in
the same sentence.

8All the FRED graphs generated are available here:
https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ODIN/blob/main/odp_comments_final_fred_graphs.ttl

https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ODIN/blob/main/odp_comments_final_fred_graphs.ttl


Table 3
ODIN Spatial Primitives occurrences via automatic extraction.

PATH GOAL CONTAINER WHOLE SUPPORTER CENTER PERIPHERY

8 55 63 7 2 2 7

4.1. ODPs Image Schema Profile

As mentioned in Sec. 2 an image schema profile is the set of IS related to some entity, being
it an Event, Scenario, Process etc. In our case a meaningful IS profile can be considered the
one related to a whole ODP, considering all the IS retrieved by descriptions of its entities and
properties. While the full data are available both as table in Sec. A of Appendix and graph
online9 we propose here two meaningful examples starting from Content ODPs for which it is
at least plausible to assume which IS they should be grounded in.

4.2. “Bag” ODP

The first case we take in exam is the bag.owl ODP [34]. The definition taken directly from
the file is: “To model bags of items (elements). The Bag is characterized by a collection that
can have multiple copies of each object.”. From its classes, properties and definitions (e.g.
bag:Item, bag:size, bag:Bag it seems clear that the sensorimotor grounding of this module
could be ascribed to the mereological aspects of types of clusters, therefore to PART_WHOLE
and to the Johnson’s cognitive metaphor “CATEGORIES ARE CONTAINERS”, therefore to
CONTAINMENT. Performing the SPARQL query to extract the IS profile10, provided in Appendix
B our expectations are met with four entities activating CONTAINMENT and three activating
PART_WHOLE, for a total of 14 triggers from the FRED graphs.

4.3. “Transition” ODP

Transition ODP [2] is dedicated to the formal representation of the notion of “transition” as
being composed by three time intervals, a transitional event in time, an initial state and a
resulting state and some object undergoing to the transition process. From these elements we
could make the hypothesis that the sensorimotor grounding would be in SOURCE_PATH_GOAL,
as representing a motion event whose particular focus is on initial location in time (SOURCE)
and final location in time (GOAL); PART_WHOLE, for the compound structure of the process,
and eventually some form of CONTAINMENT, due to the metaphorical way of expressing
the idea of “being in a state” as “being in a location”. Performing the query to extract IS
profile11 we retrieve 38 triggering entities from FRED graphs, for a total of 8 PART_WHOLE;
9 CONTAINMENT and 3 CONTAINER; 2 SOURCE_PATH_GOAL and 8 GOAL, confirming
the idea of having a strong focus on the ending point (resulting state) of the process; and 8

9ODIN graph is available at https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ODIN
10Results are provided as example on the ODIN GitHub: https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ODIN/blob/main/

bag_is_profile.csv
11Query results are available as example on ODIN GitHub: https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ODIN/blob/main/

transition_IS_profile.csv

https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ODIN
https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ODIN/blob/main/bag_is_profile.csv
https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ODIN/blob/main/bag_is_profile.csv
https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ODIN/blob/main/transition_IS_profile.csv
https://github.com/StenDoipanni/ODIN/blob/main/transition_IS_profile.csv


SUPPORT, which comes a bit unexpected and is activated mainly from frames, meaning that
more than specific disambiguated entities it is activated by the occurrence of more general frame.

5. Conclusion and Future Works

We presented in this work ODIN, a module for Ontological Design grounded in Image schematic
kNowledge. The two ODPs’ image schema profiles exposed above in Sec. 4.2 and 4.3 show how
this initial rough work could drive to a more refined sensorimotor grounding of foundational,
as well as core and domain, ontology design patterns, introducing an upper layer of “cognition
schemata” describing how the conceptualization ofmodelling solutions stems from our embodied
cognition and can be traced back to our sensorimotor experience. As future developments ODIN
ontology could be improved by refining the lexical material used to perform the image schema
profile extraction: one hypothesis is to consider andweigh differently the cpannotationschema:
properties according to the semantics expressed by different entities and properties in the ODP
module. Furthermore, the image schematic grounding could be used to cluster ODPs referring
to the same sensori-motor experience, helping in avoiding duplicates, providing a common
upper layer to ODPs referring e.g. to the same or similar knowledge domain.

A. Appendix: ODIN ODPs

In Fig. 2 you find the full list of ODPs used to build ODIN ontology and on which it is performed
the image-schematic analysis.

B. Appendix: Explore the Resource

Here you find some useful queries to fully exploit the resource.

IS profile: Query to retrieve the image schema profile of some ODP module (namely to
retrieve all IS / SP activated for each and every of the elements of some specific ODP. In the
following example the URI used is the one of the bag.owl ODP.

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX odin: <http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/odin/odin.owl#>
PREFIX isaac: <http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/is/isaac_vanilla.owl#>
PREFIX isnet: <http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/is/isnet.owl#>

SELECT DISTINCT ?s ?is ?comment
WHERE { ?s rdfs:comment ?comment ; odin:describedIn ?descr .
?descr isnet:activates ?is .
FILTER (regex(str(?s), 'http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/cp/owl/bag.owl'))}



Figure 2: ODPs bootstrapped from ontologydesignpatterns.org

IS profile including activators: Same query as before but including also the activators
entities (e.g. WordNet synsets, VrbNet verbs, FrameNet frames etc.)

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX odin: <http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/odin/odin.owl#>
PREFIX isaac: <http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/is/isaac_vanilla.owl#>
PREFIX isnet: <http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/is/isnet.owl#>

SELECT DISTINCT ?s ?comm ?is ?tr
WHERE { ?s odin:describedIn ?descr ; odin:odpType ?type ; rdfs:comment ?comm .
?descr isnet:activates ?is ; isnet:hasActivator ?tr .



FILTER (regex(str(?s), 'http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/cp/owl/bag.owl'))}

IS Activation and ODPType: Query to retrieve all odin:ODPs and odin:ODPElements and
of a specific odin:ODPType - in the following example “Foundational” - and their IS Activation.

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX odin: <http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/odin/odin.owl#>
PREFIX isaac: <http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/is/isaac_vanilla.owl#>
PREFIX isnet: <http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/is/isnet.owl#>

SELECT DISTINCT ?s ?comm ?is ?tr
WHERE { ?s a odin:ODP; odin:odpType odin:Foundational ;

rdfs:comment ?comm ; odin:describedIn ?descr .
?descr isnet:activates ?is . }
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